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for tlrc questions

1. Answer the fcrllowing as directed :

(a) The differential equation

dx x+2xt+cost
A= 1*t'

1x1O=1O

is

0

(iil

(iil)

(iu)

linear and not separable

separable and not linear

both separable and. linear

neither separable nor linear

( Choose the correct answer )
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(b)

(c)

l2l

What is the integrating factor of the

differential equation

du,( x )-i+l - la=l+x?dx \I+x/

Write the standard form of
horrrogeneous differential equation of
order n.

What do you mean by self-orthogonai
family of curves?

Write the particular integral of the

differential equation

(D -213 U = "2* 
s{

Write down the general soiution of the

differential equation

V= px+ap(L_pl

Give the geornetrical interpretation of
the differential equation

d*_ 
=dU =dr_PAR

Write the conditions for exactness of the

differentia,l equation

Pdx+ Qdy + Rdz-O

(31

(t) The partial differential equations can be

formed bY the eliminatinn of

(n arbitrary constants onlY

(it) arbitrary functions onlY

(iii) arbitrary functions or arbitrary

constants

(iu) None of the a-bove

( Choose the correct answer )

(j) Find an integral belonging to
complementary function of the

differential equation

(L - *2lAz + 4t - U = x(I - x2l3 /2

(d)

(e)

a

h)

(c)

(d)

ft'r)

2. Answer the following questions :

(a) Solve :

2x5:10

p- ="..(x+ y)
dx

(g)

Solve :

(nt -+n'+5D - 2lU =O

Eliminate the arbitrary functions f and

F from z = f {x + ig\ + F (x- ial.

Solve :

xda -gdx-2x2 z dz=O
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(e) Construct the partial differential
equation by eliminating a and b from

z= ctx+bg+a2 +b2

3. Answer any four questions : S x4=2O

(a) Prove that a necessary and sufficient
condition that the differential equation

Mdx+ Ndy =Q

be exact is that

aM_an
0g dx

(b) Find the orthogonal trajectories of the
family of curves 3ry = x3 - a3, a being

parameter of the family.

(c) What is a first-order differential
equation? Reduce the following
differential equation to linear form :

**ro=Qan
ax

Also write the integrating factor.

(d) Solve by method of variation of
parameter

(5)

(e) Solve :

z(xp-Aq)=U2 -x2

n Explain how to get general solution and
singular solution of a differential
equation of the form

a= px+f (p) (o=9\
\ dx)

4. Answer either (a) and, (b) or (c) and, (d.) :

5+5=1O

(a) Show that the equation of the curve
whose slope at any point is equal to
y+2x and which passes through the
origin is y=2(e* -x-1).

(b) Solve :

(x3D3 - x2D2 +2xD -2lA * x3 +3x

(c) Solve :

(D2 -4D +4ly = ex +cos2x

(d.) Show that Ax2 + BA2 = 1 is the solution

of the differential equation

.{04.(*)'}=,*
Id

Also write the order and degree of the
differential equation.
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5. Arrswer either (a) and (b) or (c) and (d/ : 5+5=10

(a) Solve :

x2g2 -2x{L+ xlg, +2(I+ xlA = x3

(b) Remove the second term from the

following equation and hence solve :

d's _?da *(r*2_\" = xex
E--;d*.-['-7is-^"

(c) Solve

.o"*o'! *du ti,'.*-2.t4cos3 x=2coss x--- - 
dx2 dx

(d) Solve the following equation, given that
sin x

x

function :

d.2u l-- 2cotx 2 1

*+iI+--_- ^iU=xcosxdxt I x x"J

Answer either (a) and. (b) or (c) and, (d/ : 5+5=10

(a) Soive :

*luz - 
"21

du dz
=----=-

a@2 -*21 "(*2 -a2l
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(b) Find /(g/) such that the total differential
equation

f @dx- xzdA - 4tloggdz=A

is integrable. Find the corresponding
integral.

Solve :

#-3x- 4a =o; #. x+a =o

Solve :

,rz3 dx - zdA +2g dz = O

7. Answer either (a) and, (b) or (c) and, fdl : 5+5=1O

(a) Solve by Lagrange's method

(y' o 
"" - 

x2)p-2xuq+2zx =o

(b) Find the integral surface of the linear
partial differential equation

*U2 +4p-A(*2 +zlq=(*2 -y'|"

which contains the straight line
x*g-O, z=1.

(c)

(d)



t8I

(c) Solve by Charpifs method

pca+ pq+qa=az

t

(d) Find the complete integral of

Ps +q3 =272

Find also the singular integral if it
exists.

***
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